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Interaction between oppositely charged micelles or globular proteins

J. Z. Wu, D. Bratko, H. W. Blanch, and J. M. Prausnitz
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

and Chemical Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720
~Received 19 April 2000!

Monte Carlo simulations and the hypernetted chain theory are used to study the interaction between spheri-
cal macroions of opposite charge immersed in a solution of monovalent or divalent simple electrolyte. These
calculations represent the first step toward studying phase behavior and precipitation kinetics in solutions
containing a mixture of macroions with positive and negative net charges. The potential of mean force between
colloidal particles is determined as a function of colloid-colloid separation. In addition to having an opposite
sign, the calculated potential of mean force is found to be stronger and longer-ranged than observed in the case
of equally charged macroparticles. The difference is more pronounced in the presence of divalent counterions
and is especially noticeable when we compare distinct Coulombic and hard-core collision contributions to the
interaction between equally and oppositely charged colloids. The present observations suggest the dominance
of attractive forces between globally neutral but electrostatically heterogeneous macroparticles. While our
numerical results cannot be successfully analyzed by existing theories, they provide useful guidance and
benchmark data for the development of advanced analytic descriptions.

PACS number~s!: 61.25.Hq, 61.20.Ja, 61.20.Qg
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phase behavior and kinetic properties of ionic c
loids are determined by the interplay of short-ranged van
Waals attraction and long-ranged electrostatic forces
tween macroions@1–4#. Understanding these interactions h
been the objective of numerous theoretical studies@5–37#. In
view of the instability of mixtures containing macroions wi
opposite charges, the vast majority of theoretical descripti
has been concerned with solutions of macroions with eq
charges, or polydisperse mixtures of colloids carryi
charges of equal sign. The screened Coulombic repul
among the particles has repeatedly been identified as a
factor responsible for the apparent stability of ionic colloid
dispersions. Traditional theories such as the Derjaguin, L
dau, Vervey, and Overbeek~DLVO! theory @5#, and its de-
rivatives like the Sogami-Ise theory@6#, rely on a set of
simplifications, including the neglect of ion-ion correlatio
and the linearization of Boltzmann weights for calculati
ionic distributions. A known result of these simplifications
the approximate potential of mean force between colloi
particles,W(r ), which typically takes the form of the direc
Coulombic interaction for the two bare polyions multiplie
by a screening function that depends solely on the dista
and the ionic strength of the solution. The reversal of
charge on either of the two macroions is reflected in
reversal of the sign of the potential of the mean force~deter-
mined by the product of the two charges,Z1 andZ2), but the
form of W(r ) is not changed in any other way. Nonline
analytical methods like those based on integral equa
theory @7,10,12–14,16–18,20,21,24,28#, along with simula-
tion studies@11,15,19,21,22,29–37# of equally charged col-
loids, point to a more complex behavior. In view of the im
portance of the potential of mean force toward understand
colloid solubility and aggregation kinetics, it is of interest
extend these calculations to mixtures containing opposi
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~4!/5273~8!/$15.00
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charged macroparticles. Here we describe a simulation s
of the interaction between a pair of macroions with oppos
charges immersed in a solution of symmetric monovalen
divalent simple electrolyte. Using the simulation techniq
developed in earlier work@33,35#, we determine the distanc
dependence of the potential of mean force between ma
ions with opposite charges as well as distinct physical c
tributions to the overall interaction. Our results show that
overall potential of mean force is only approximately opp
site to that observed in the case of equal macroion char
The magnitudes of the pair potential and the forms of rad
decay for the two scenarios are, however, noticeably dif
ent. The difference is especially pronounced in the prese
of a divalent electrolyte. Individual contributions to the ove
all interaction reveal considerable deviations from sim
sign reversal even in monovalent salt solutions. The
served differences are interpreted in terms of markedly
ferent distributions of simple ions in the region around a
between the polyions, and related effects on electrost
screening and on the imbalance in the pressure the coun
ons exert on macroion surfaces. Our calculations provide
ferent insights into the mechanism of macroion-macroion
teraction that should help in interpretations of phase beha
and association dynamics in processes involving macro
with opposite charges, such as, for example, selective
cipitation from protein mixtures and titration of a mixture o
proteins with different isoelectric points. In addition, the n
merical results we present offer benchmark data for alter
tive analytic theories. The remainder of the article is org
nized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe the model and
simulation technique we use to calculate separate contr
tions and the total colloid-colloid interaction. Section III su
veys and discusses simulation results. In concluding Sec.
we summarize our findings and indicate a few practical i
plications of interest for future work.
5273 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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II. MODEL AND METHOD

A dilute colloidal solution is represented using the prim
tive model of an asymmetric electrolyte@38# containing four
different species, macroions of diametersM and chargeZM
or 2ZM , and symmetric salt comprising cations and anio
of diameter sC and chargesZC and 2ZC , respectively,
whereZC51 or 2. Solvent molecules are not explicitly co
sidered; the presence of the solvent is apparent only thro
the permittivity « of the system. The macroions and sm
ions interact among themselves by Coulombic forces
hard-core repulsion. The pair potentialui j , for speciesi and
j, is

ui j ~r i j !5`, if r i j ,s i j , s i j 5
~s i1s j !

2

and

ui j ~r i j !5
ZiZje

2

4p««or i j
otherwise, ~1!

where r i j represents the center-to-center distance betw
particles,Zie is the charge on ioni, «o is the permittivity of
vacuum, and« is the dielectric constant of the solvent. Sin
we consider pair interaction between macroions at high d
tion, our simulation cell contains only two macroions and
large number of simple ions. In all calculations, the size
the box exceeds the length of 5–10k21, wherek21 is the
Debye-Huckel screening length. Sampling over a single p
of macroions, the intercolloidal potential of mean force ca
not be calculated accurately from the macroion-macroion
dial distribution. In addition, we are interested in separ
calculations of Coulombic and collision contributions to t
mean interaction between the particles. For both reasons
force is sampled directly according to the procedure int
duced in our earlier work@33,35#. The method is based o
the relation

F~r !52
duMM~r !

dr
2 K( d uiM ~r iM !

driM
L 1Fhs, ~2!

where the angular brackets denote the ensemble averager is
the separation between the two macroions, andr iM is the
distance between a small ioni and a macroionM. The first
term on the right-hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~2! is the direct
Coulombic force between the two macroions, the sec
term comprises Coulombic forces between the macroi
and small ions, and the third term represents the mean f
due to the collisions between the macroions and surroun
simple ions. The collision force can be calculated from
imbalance of the pressure exerted on a colloidal particle
cording to the expression@32,39#

Fhs52kBTE
S
( r~S!nW ~S!dSW . ~3!

Equation~3! requires knowledge of the macroion-small io
contact densityr(S) as a function of the position on th
macroion surface,S; n(S) is the outward normal unit vecto
on the surface, and the sum is over all ionic species pre
in the solution. This method requires the calculation of
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angle dependent macroion-small ion distribution functio
and subsequent extrapolation to contact distance. In pre
ing articles@33,35#, we have proposed an alternative tec
nique that circumvents this lengthy procedure by calculat
the average collision force from collision probabilities due
test displacements of the macroion. According to the anal
presented in Ref.@35#, the collision force can be expressed

Fhs52kBT lim
dr→01

^Nc&
dr

2kBT lim
dr→02

^Nc&
dr

, ~4!

whereNc denotes the average number of macroion-small
collisions due to small trial displacementsdr or 2dr . Ex-
trapolation to vanishingly smalldr is not necessary if suffi-
ciently small values ofdr are used in the simulation. Th
range of appropriate values ofdr has to be determined em
pirically. For most of the conditions considered in th
present study, the magnitudedr;1% of sM turned out to be
sufficiently small to eliminate any significant finite size e
fect while keeping collisional probability sufficiently high t
secure satisfactory statistical accuracy.

The sampling of the force between macroions was car
out using canonical ensemble Monte Carlo simulations fo
set of fixed macroion-macroion distances. Following ear
work @33,35#, the macroions were fixed at prescribed po
tions along the cell diagonal and the boundary effects w
taken into account using Ewald periodic conditions@40,41#.
We sampled over the configurations of simple ions followi
the standard Metropolis procedure@40#. Having determined
the average force between macroions as a function of s
ration, the potential of mean forceW(r ) was calculated by
straightforward integration of the force from separations w
vanishingly weak interaction to a set of selected distancer
@42#. The length of the production runs was adjusted acco
ing to the desired statistical accuracy of calculated for
estimated from the reproducibility of our results. In gener
the calculated collision force was found to converge seve
times more slowly than the electrostatic term. The statist
error in calculated forces at small macroion-macroion se
rations was typically below 1–2%. In systems containi
several hundred simple ions, each of the production r
required about 108 attempted configurations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In what follows, we present the force, energy, and pot
tial of mean force profiles obtained by Monte Carlo simu
tions for five model systems. Each of these systems c
prises a pair of macroions of diametersM52 nm and
absolute chargeuZMu520, neutralizing counterions of diam
eter sc50.2 nm and chargeZC51 or 2, and specified con
centrationcs of a symmetric monovalent or divalent simp
salt. The size and the valency of salt ions equal those of
counterions. In addition to simulation results, we include
predictions of the hypernetted chain integral equation@43#
~HNC! for macroion-macroion potentials of mean force
similar conditions, but at a lower net charge than that of
macroions,;ZM510, at which the theory still produces re
liable results. In all systems, the temperature and permitti
correspond to aqueous solutions at ambient conditions. C
acteristic model parameters are collected in Table I. Sys
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TABLE I. Characteristic model parameters of simulated systems.Za andZb are the charges of the two
macroions, andZc andZd the charges of simple ions.sM andsC denote the diameter of the macroions a
small ions, andcsalt is the concentration of the simple electrolyte. TemperatureT5298 K and relative
permittivity e r578.5 are assumed in all systems. MC stands for Monte Carlo simulation.

System Method Za Zb sM ~nm! Zc Zd sc ~nm! csalt ~mol dm23!

1 HNC 210 210 2 1 21 0.42 0.1
2 HNC 10 210 2 1 21 0.42 0.1
3 HNC 210 210 2 2 22 0.42 0.1
4 HNC 10 210 2 2 22 0.42 0.1
5 MC 220 220 2 1 21 0.40 0.1
6 MC 20 220 2 1 21 0.40 0.1
7 MC 220 220 2 2 22 0.40 0.1
8 MC 20 220 2 2 22 0.40 0.1
9 MC 20 220 2 2 22 0.40 0.025
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pairs~1,2!, ~3,4!, ~5,6!, and~7,8! provide a comparison of the
potentials of mean force between equally and opposi
charged macroions at otherwise identical conditions. Co
parison between systems 6 and 9 illustrates the role of sim
ion valency, 1 or 2, at a fixed ionic strength of the solutio

We begin the survey of our results by inspecting the p
dictions of the HNC integral equation theory for solutio
with macroions of equal or opposite charges. The theory p
vides radial distribution functions among solute speciesi and
j, gi j (r )511hi j (r ) as solutions of Ornstein-Zernike equ
tions @43#

hi j ~r i j !5bci j ~r i j !1(
k

rkE
V
cik~r ik!hjk~r jk!drk

with

ci j ~r i j !52ui j ~r i j !/kBT1hi j ~r i j !2 ln@11hi j ~r i j !# ~5!

for all species pairsij in the solution. Since we are consid
ering an isolated macroion pair in a salt solution, in t
present case, the sum in the convolution term of Eq.~5!
contains only two terms withk51 or 2 corresponding to
simple salt cations and anions. The HNC approximation
often been applied to model ionic colloids@7,10,12,13,16–
18,20,21#. While it has provided useful insights to both th
static and dynamic@18# properties of moderately charge
colloids, and has been found to be in quantitative agreem
with experiment in studies of weakly ionized globular pr
teins @21#, the HNC theory becomes less reliable with i
creasing surface charge density of the macroions@16,18#. In
the presence of colloidal particles with opposite charg
considered in this work, the applicability of the method
limited to macroion chargesZM of the order 10~at sM
;2 nm).

Figure 1 compares the HNC potentials of mean force
tween equally and oppositely charged colloids of valen
ZM510 in the presence of 0.1 mol dm23 monodivalent or
divalent salt at negligible colloid concentration, systems 1
of Table I. Details of the method adhere to our previo
work @18# and are not repeated here. The absolute valu
the potential of mean force is shown for easier comparis
For both the equally~thick lines! and oppositely~thin lines!
charged colloids, the screening of interaction is much m
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efficient in divalent ~solid lines! than in monovalent sal
~dashed lines!. Besides the difference in the sign, the inte
action is also consistently stronger~in absolute value! and
longer-ranged for oppositely charged macroion pairs. T
difference is explained in terms of weaker electrosta
screening due to the reduction in counterion concentratio
the region between two adjacent macroions of oppo
charge brought at a small separation. In view of the redu
accuracy of the HNC theory at increased macroion cha
density, in Fig. 1 we present only results pertaining to
low-charge regime where the reliability of the theory h
been well established@16,18#. The limitations of the HNC
theory at increased macroion charge are illustrated in Fig
and 3 where we compare intercolloidal potentials of me
force from simulations with HNC predictions for condition
identical to those in systems 1–4 of Table I but with doub
macroion charge. Comparison with simulation confirms t
the HNC theory is not suitable for quantitative studies
higher macroion charges where the interesting differen
between screening mechanisms of interactions am
equally and oppositely charged macroions are more p
nounced. For this reason, and because HNC calculations
not provide three-particle distributions, we continue to foc

FIG. 1. Hypernetted chain~HNC! predictions for the potentials
of mean force between two macroions of equal chargesZM5210
~thick lines! or opposite charges~10, 210! ~thin lines! in 0.1
mol dm23 solution of symmetric monovalent~dashed lines! or di-
valent ~solid lines! salt. Results for attracting~oppositely charged!
macroions are multiplied by21 for easier comparison.
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on the results of Monte Carlo simulation.
Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of simple ions in th

vicinity of a pair of oppositely charged macroions at sepa
tion r 51.3sM from simulation. Solution parameters corr
spond to those of system 8 in Table I. Each of the macroi
is surrounded by a cloud of concentrated salt ions of oppo
charge, with cations predominantly accumulated around
macroanion and anions around the macrocation. The ion

FIG. 2. Potential of mean force between two macroions of eq
chargesZM5220 ~solid symbols! or opposite charges~20, 220!
~open symbols! in 0.1 mol dm23 solution of symmetric monovalen
salt~systems 5 and 6 of Table I! from the simulation. Thin and thick
curves without symbols represent results from HNC theory
equal and opposite charges, respectively. Results for attracting~op-
positely charged! macroions are multiplied by21 for easier com-
parison.

FIG. 3. Potential of mean force between two macroions of eq
chargesZM5220 ~solid symbols! or opposite charges~20, 220!
~open symbols! in 0.1 mol dm23 solution of symmetric divalent sal
~systems 7 and 8 of Table I! from the simulation. Thin and thick
curves without symbols represent results from HNC theory
equal and opposite charges, respectively. Results for attracting~op-
positely charged! macroions are multiplied by21 for easier com-
parison.
-
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tribution is, however, not isotropic. The angular distributio
of small ions around each macroion peaks at the direc
perpendicular to the axis connecting the two macroions
also remains relatively high along macroion surfaces po
ing away from the neighboring macroion. While the sepa
tion between the macroions is sufficient to easily accomod
a layer of small ions between them, the concentration
small ions in the intervening region is negligibly small b
cause the attractive interaction between either of the ma
ions and a simple ion merely cancels the repulsion with
other macroion. When far apart, the two oppositely charg
macroions are effectively screened, each by its own atm
sphere of neutralizing small ions. As the two macroions
brought closer, their charge is partly neutralized by t
charge of the adjacent macroion and a fraction of counteri
is released from the ionic atmosphere of each macro
Clearly, the large contact distance of the macroions,sM
.(sM1sC)/2, results in higher energies of macroion pa
devoid of counterions in comparison to separated macro
neutralized by a thin shell of counterions. The entropic p
alty involved in atmospheric binding of small ions is, how
ever, sufficiently high to render the former scenario mo
favorable, leading to an attractive macroion-macroion pot
tial. The opposite is true for macroions with charges of eq
sign. Here, the energetics favors smaller separations tha
low the same counterions to interact favorably with bo
macroions at the same time. Again, it is the entropy c
associated with the accumulation of small ions in overla
ping ionic atmospheres between the macroions that is
mately responsible for the overall repulsion. Qualitative
the above mechanism is contained in DLVO theory@5#. Ap-
plying the Gibbs-Helmholtz relation to the DLVO potenti
of mean force between a pair of macroions, the energy

al

r

al

r

FIG. 4. Distribution of divalent simple ions surrounding a pa
of oppositely charged macroions with charges~20, 220! at salt
concentration 0.1 mol dm23 ~system 8 of Table I!. Center-to-center
distancer 51.3sM . Here, g(r ) represents the radial distributio
function between the macroions and simple ions from the salt.
xy plane contains the symmetric axes of the system.
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be obtained as a function of macroion-macroion separat
With the possible exception of near contact distances,
sign of this pair energy is opposite to that of the potential
mean force and displays an extremum at a separation o
order of the Debye screening length 1/k. Simulation energy
profiles shown in Fig. 5 are consistent with the above p
ture. They pertain to systems 5–8 of Table I, when the t
macroions having equal~systems 5 and 7! or opposite~sys-
tems 6 and 8! charges. For repelling macroions~equal
charge!, the energy of interaction isattractiveat all separa-
tions, with the minimum at the distance corresponding t
monolayer of counterions between the macroions. For att
tive, oppositely charged macroions, the energy alone isre-
pulsiveover most distances, with the extremum observed
somewhat bigger separation than that found in the eq
charge scenario. The shift in the peak position toward gre
distances is explained in terms of a weaker ionic screen
characteristic for oppositely charged macroions as indica
in our discussion of the HNC potentials of mean force. T
effects of simple ion valency on energy and force profiles
illustrated in Fig. 6, where we collected simulation results
oppositely charged macroions in 0.1 mol dm23 monovalent
salt, as well as in divalent salt solutions of either the sa
concentration or equal ionic strength~systems 6, 8, and 9 o
Table I!. While the energy dependence on the distance
mains similar, as seen in Fig. 5, there is a much sho

FIG. 5. ~a! Energy of interaction for a pair of equally~solid
symbols! or oppositely~open symbols! charged macroions of abso
lute charge uZMu520 in 0.1 mol dm23 solution of symmetric
monovalent salt~systems 5 and 6! as a function of distancer. ~b!
Similar plot for systems 7 and 8 where salt is divalent.
n.
e
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screening length~deduced from the position of the energ
maximum! in the presence of divalent ions than wi
monovalent salt at the same ionic strength.

In simulation, the potential of mean force can be calc
lated from the force profile for a macroion pair. Later, w
will discuss macroion-macroion potentials obtained in t
way. First, we analyze the results for intermacroion forces
extract further insights into the different mechanisms t
contribute to the overall interaction. In Figs. 7 and 8, w
present the radial dependence of total macroion forces
well as separate Coulombic and collision contributions. R
sults in Fig. 7 pertain to solutions with monovalent salt, s
tems 5 and 6 of Table I, while those in Fig. 8 correspond
divalent salt, systems 7 and 8. In all cases, the forces for
oppositely charged case are multiplied by21 for easier com-
parison with the corresponding equal-charge system. The
tal force is generally of greater magnitude and decays m
slowly in the opposite-charge case, in agreement with ea
observations~vide supra!. Inspection of Coulombic contribu
tions shows that the change in range is primarily due
weaker electrostatic screening. A further qualitative diffe
ence in the radial dependence of Coulombic forces is
served by comparing the net forces between equally and

FIG. 6. ~a! Energy of interaction for a pair of oppositely charge
macroions of absolute chargeuZMu520 in 0.1 mol dm23 solution of
symmetric monovalent salt~system 6, triangles!, 0.1 mol dm23 so-
lution of divalent salt~system 8, circles!, 0.025 mol dm23 solution
of symmetric divalent salt~system 9, squares! as a function of dis-
tancer. ~b! Mean force between macroions for the same systemsl B

is Bjerrum length~0.714 nm at present conditions!.
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positely charged macroions in divalent salt solution. Wh
the predominantly repulsive force acting between equ
charged macroions passes through a shallow attractive m
mum, the Coulombic force between oppositely charged m
roions is monotonically attractive. The reason for the diff
ence lies in the ion correlation mechanism responsible for
attraction in the equal-charge case. These correlations ca
certain conditions, overturn the overall repulsion@12–14#.
They remain attractive, albeit weaker, upon reversal of
charge on either of the macroions. The biggest differe
between the equal- and opposite macroion charge cas
seen in the collision contribution to the overall force. Th
term arises from imbalance in the pressure that the sim
ions exert on macroion surfaces. With equally charged m
roions, the counterions crowd in the regionbetweenthe large
ions @33,35#, giving a strong repulsive force. When the ma
roions carry opposite charges, small ions flee the interven
region while they accumulate atopposite surfaces. This
change in ion distribution leads to an attractive collision te
whose magnitude is somewhat smaller than the corresp
ing repulsive contribution to the force when the two mac
ions have the same charge. As a result of stronger elec
static screening in the case of equally charged macroions

FIG. 7. Mean force between two macroions of equal char
ZM5220 ~solid symbols! or opposite charges~20, 220! ~open
symbols! in 0.1 mol dm23 solution of symmetric monovalent sa
~systems 5 and 6 of Table I!. Circles, triangles, and squares deno
the total force, and the Coulombic and collision contributions,
spectively. Results for attracting~oppositely charged! macroions are
multiplied by 21 for easier comparison.
y
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absolute value of the attractive force between opposi
charged colloids mostly exceeds the repulsion between m
roions of equal charge at otherwise identical conditions.

For many purposes, the most useful measure of the o
all interaction is the potential of mean force between
macroions. In our simulation, potentials of mean force
determined by integration of the overall force@42# from large
distances to a desired separationr. Potential profiles corre-
sponding to simulation systems 5–8 of Table I are plotted
Figs. 2 and 3. Regardless of the valency of the simple s
attractive potentials of mean force between opposit
charged macroions are notably stronger~in absolute value!
than the repulsive potentials between equally charged m
roions of the same absolute charge. This behavior confo
with results from the HNC theory shown in Fig. 1, while
contradicts predictions of classical electrostatic theories,
cluding DLVO and Sogami-Ise models@5,6#. Development
of advanced theories that would extend the range of appl
bility of integral equation descriptions is therefore partic
larly inviting when considering colloid mixtures containin
macroions of opposite charges. An experimental situation
this kind can emerge during titration of a mixture of protei
with different isoelectric points. For planar geometry, th

s

-

FIG. 8. Mean force between two macroions of equal char
ZM5220 ~solid symbols! or opposite charges~20, 220! ~open
symbols! in 0.1 mol dm23 solution of symmetric divalent salt~sys-
tems 7 and 8 of Table I!. Circles, squares, and triangles denote t
total force, and the Coulombic and collision contributions, resp
tively. Results for attracting~oppositely charged! macroions are
multiplied by 2 1 for easier comparison.
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scenario has been considered by surface force appa
measurements@44# and by mean-field theory@45# . While
there exist reliable experimental data for repulsive inter
tion among equally charged spherical colloids@46,47#, we
are not aware of measurements of force profiles for attrac
oppositely charged macroions. The differential electropho
sis technique developed most recently@48#, however, ap-
pears ideally suited to test the predictions of the pres
study. Another experimentally relevant case concerns att
tions between globally neutral but electrostatically hetero
neous surfaces or macroparticles. In view of our present
sults, attractive electrostatic forces between domains
opposite charge are generally expected to outweigh re
sions between domains carrying charges of equal sign;
expectation can play an important role in processes like
gregation of polyampholytic proteins or polyelectrolyte a
sorption.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We report computer simulations of the pair interacti
between equally and oppositely charged pairs of spher
macroions in an aqueous solution containing low-molecu
weight electrolyte of valency 1 or 2. To the best of o
knowledge, similar calculations have not yet been repor
The conditions of observation include the regime where e
equally charged macroions can be attractive to each oth
the counterion-counterion coupling and concomitant corre
tion effects are sufficiently strong. In practically releva
situations, such a scenario can be realized in divalent s
Mean field theories like the DLVO theory, based on t
Poisson-Boltzmann equation, cannot capture the ion-ion
relation effects. In the literature, it is often proposed th
such theories retain the ability to reproduce essential phy
if macroion charge undergoes appropriate renormaliza
@49#. This implies weaker interactions but the general fo
of the potential of mean force is presumed to be unaffec
by charge renormalization. Similarly, the reversal of t
charge on either of the macroions would merely replace
pulsion by equally strong attraction while the form of th
decay and the range of the interaction would remain
changed. However, our calculations show that the form
the magnitude of the force profile for a pair of macroio
-
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with opposite charges can be considerably different fr
those observed in the equal charge case. The differe
arise from reduction of the counterion density in the ion
atmosphere of oppositely charged macroions in compar
to the atmosphere surrounding a pair of macroions of eq
charge. This reduction results in higher internal energy,
the entropy gain associated with the release of simple ion
sufficient to give rise to the overall attraction. The sam
mechanism has been revealed by mean-field calculations
electrostatic complexation between ionized proteins and
verted micelles with an oppositely charged shell@50#. For
that system, it provided the only successful interpretation
measured@51# maxima in the strength of protein or reverse
micelle interaction as a function of protein charge. The e
actly opposite mechanism leads to repulsion between equ
charged macroions. This picture is consistent with me
field DLVO theory and is verified by present calculations
the energy as a function of the distance between the ma
ions carrying equal or opposite charges. The asymmetr
the strength and range of the interaction between collo
entities with equal charges compared with opposit
charged pairs of the same absolute value suggests the
ence of an overall attraction between electrostatically hete
geneous macroparticles or proteins with a nonuniform dis
bution of ionic groups @52#. If adjacent macroparticles
comprise domains that are dominated by local charge den
of different signs, the net interaction will be dominated
attractions between oppositely charged domains that
somewhat stronger and of longer range than the repuls
between the domains of equal charge. These observa
should be of relevance to interpretations of electrostatic
fects on protein-membrane interaction as well as on the t
modynamics and kinetics of colloid or protein precipitatio
in salt solutions.
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